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Abstract
A multi-level hierarchical storage system (HSS) is able to provide large storage capacity
for multimedia data at a more economical cost than disk only systems. The retrieval of
multimedia objects from the tertiary storage however imposes substantial performance
constraints. As many multimedia applications access objects sequentially following a
predetermined order, we have designed a concurrent striping method that store cold
objects following this order on the media units. We have carried out simulations to study
its performance, and it is observed that this method can improve the system throughput,
stream response time, and disk buffer usage.
1. Introduction
Large multimedia systems need to capture, process, store, and maintain a variety of
information sources [1]. These applications always include a multimedia database
management system whose performance rely on that of the underlying storage system.
Although most information systems store all their data on online magnetic disks, the huge
amount of multimedia data makes this storage architecture neither practical nor
economical. A multi-level hierarchical storage system (HSS) provides sufficient storage
capacity at a more economical cost than disk only systems [2-4], but it invariably
includes the long access latency of data held in tertiary storage devices deteriorating the
performance of the storage system [5, 6].
Multimedia objects can either be staged or pipelined from tertiary storage devices. In the
staging method, a stream waits for the entire object to be retrieved before it starts to
display. In the pipelining methods, a stream starts to display after the first slice of data is
retrieved [7-10]. Pipelining methods reduce stream response time of single stream for
low-end tertiary drives, but they cannot be applied to concurrent streams for high-end
drives. The traditional striping methods [11-16], the time-slice scheduling [17], and
multiple readout algorithm [4] may reduce the stream response time and buffer space, but
the system throughput drops rapidly due to extra overheads in exchanging media. Hence,
new technique is required for high end tertiary drives serving concurrent streams on HSS.
As many multimedia applications, such as video-on-demand, access objects sequentially
following a predetermined order, we have designed a concurrent striping method to store
objects following this order to achieve high storage efficiency. We first describe this
concurrent striping method and the concurrent streaming in the next Section. Next, we
compare the HSS performance using this method and other striping methods in Section 3.
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Figure 1. Data Striping

Figure 2. Placement of Data Strips

2. Concurrent Striping Method
A typical HSS consists of memory at the first level, magnetic disks at the secondary
level, and robotic storage library at the tertiary level. The robotic storage library is
composed of many media units, several independent tertiary drives, and one or more
robot arms. Data are stored on the removable and economical media units. When data on
a media unit are required, the robot arm exchanges the media unit onto a tertiary drive.
Data on the currently loaded media unit become available for access.
2.1. Data Striping and Placement
In the concurrent striping method, each multimedia data object is partitioned into a
number of data strips (or segments) of similar length (Figure 1). We assume that each
data strip is a logical unit that is displayed for a period of time after the previous one. We
divide the media units equally among the tertiary drives so that each media unit is
accessed by only one drive to avoid contention of media units by different drives. Then
we arrange the media units into a fixed sequence. The data strips are placed into the
media units following the predetermined sequence of the media units (Figure 2). One data
strip is stored on one media unit until the last media unit is reached. The next data strip is
then stored to the first media unit and so on. The data strips are placed within each media
unit according to the access frequency of the objects to which the data strip belongs. Each
object should have all its data strips placed together so that the sequences of data strips
belonging to the same object may be preserved on all media units.
2.2. Concurrent Streams Management
When multimedia objects are accessed, new streams are initiated to access data objects.
These streams are placed in a stream queue of the concurrent stream controller. When
accepted to display, the concurrent stream controller creates a new stream object which
then sends two requests to every tertiary drive and waits. After a drive finishes a request,
it sends back an access notification back to the stream object. The stream object then
sends the next request to the same drive.
Since the tertiary drives access data independently, an accepted stream starts to display
data at the completion of at least one request from each drive. After the first data strip is
displayed, the stream checks to see if the next data strip has been retrieved or not. If the
next data strip has been retrieved, the stream then displays the next data strip. Otherwise,
the stream starves and waits until the next data strip has been retrieved from tertiary
storage. After a stream finishes displaying all data strips, a notification is then sent back
to the concurrent stream controller.
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The SCAN policy is chosen to order the service of requests because it can achieve the
highest system throughput. Every stream sends requests to the tertiary drives accessing
data in the same fixed sequence of the media units. The tertiary drives serve the requests
in groups according to the media unit on which the data strips reside. A group of requests
is made up of one request per stream that access data on the same media unit. These
requests are hence served together as a group after one media exchange.
3. Storage System Performance
We have compared the object retrieval performance using non-striping, parallel striping,
and concurrent striping methods. A number of streams that retrieve MPEG compressed
video objects arrive randomly at the HSS. In the non-striping method, all data strips of
one object are stored on one media unit until the free space of the media unit is
consumed. In the parallel striping method, the data strips spread across several media
units according to the number of tertiary drives.
The maximum system throughput in Figure 5 shows that the concurrent striping method
always outperforms the parallel striping method and the non-striping method. Thus, it can
serve streams quickly to clear off the waiting queues at the arrival of a burst of streams.
The parallel striping method cannot achieve as high maximum throughput as the others
because of extra overheads in exchanging media at several drives at the same time.
The response time of a new stream significantly affects the quality of service to users. It
is composed of the queue waiting time and the start up latency. We have observed that
the response time in all methods deteriorates at high stream arrival rates (not shown), but
the concurrent striping method deteriorates slowly at a higher stream arrival rate due to
its higher maximum throughput.
Disk buffer is needed to store the objects between the time when they are copied from
HSS and the time when they are consumed. The disk buffer per stream of the two
traditional methods are almost unaffected by the presence of concurrent streams (Figure
6). The total disk buffer consumption hence would increase linearly with more concurrent
streams. As more requests are served per media exchange at the presence of more
concurrent streams in the concurrent striping method, data strips for each stream are
retrieved discontinuously. Hence, the disk buffer size per stream reduces gradually
resulting in efficient usage of resources.
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4. Conclusions
The use of HSS is inevitable in very large multimedia systems. The main concerns in
using these systems are their relatively poor response characteristics and large resource
consumption. We have described a concurrent striping method that makes use of the
predetermined sequence in retrieving multimedia objects from HSS. We have shown that
this method has several advantages. Firstly, its system throughput exceeds that of existing
methods. It can serve streams quickly to clear off the waiting queues. Secondly, it uses
less disk buffer space and handles more streams to reduce the resource contention on disk
space. Thirdly, the response time of new streams are less deteriorated under heavy load
conditions. These advantages make the concurrent striping method the most suitable
approach for storage of multimedia objects from HSS.
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